FREMONT YOUTH
SOCCER CLUB
Season 2020/21
Parent Welcome Meeting

Club Structure
Methodology
Player Pathway

All participants have been placed on mute.

Parent Expectations

Please use the chat function to send questions to our staff.

Player Expectations
Finances
Uniforms
Schedules

Presentation will be provided to everyone following the
meeting.

https://vimeo.com/382243599

What is Competitive Soccer
• A poor choice of title, ‘Club Soccer’ is more appropriate
• Playing leagues where you travel and play other clubs
• A mixture of clubs with different philosophies and priorities
• A place for players to be challenged
• Leagues distinguished by chronological age
• A youth environment with too many adults!
• A focus on brackets and winning.

What is Fremont YSC?
• A club environment coached by qualified coaches
• A club that embraces the process and ‘player first’
• A club focused on long term player development

• A club where players can be creative and free thinkers
• A club where game results do not define the individual
• A club with understanding of the 4 pillars to development

• A club with focus and direction for the individual player through its
methodologies and game model.

Club Structure

• 501c3 non-profit organization
• 5 Member Board of Directors

• Community Advisory Group
• Director of Soccer
• Directors of Learning Stages

• Coaching and Administrative Staff

Holistic approach to all round player development. A development
program where players can learn in an environment free from pressure.
The mindset developed in the player is open to making mistakes and
learning from their experiences. Fremont YSC encourages players to be
creative and to play without fear of mistakes.

Philosophy
and
Influences

Practice should always be player-centric, they are the focus of our
sessions.
What is the reason for the players being there:

Player
Pathway

‘Not all
humans are
players, but
all players
are human’

Education for All
 Strong Belief in Player, Coach, and Parent Education
 Player and Parent Online Resources
 Player, Coach and Parent Workshops
Communication
 Club philosophy and educational material frequently sent to membership
 Communication can help us all learn and effect change
Change the Situation
Exit

Voice
Beneficial to the
Organization

Detrimental to the
Organization
Neglect

Persistence

Maintain the Status Quo

Education

Methodology - Curriculum
 Age Appropriate Developmental Pathway
 Periodized for on/off season, attacking and defending principles
 Consideration of all Individual Development Pillars
 Technical/Tactical – Physical – Psychological - Social

Methodology

https://vimeo.com/339637637

https://vimeo.com/370411966

Age Appropriate Curriculums
 Developmentally appropriate in session content





Methodology

Dribbling
Dribbling to beat the opponent
Where and when to dribble vs pass
Dribbling out of the defensive third

 Consideration of the psychological, and physical component.
Periodization into Meso, Micro and Macro Cycles (blocks of
training from technical/tactical concept, the week schedule, the
individual session)
 Off season physical preparedness, and pre-season fitness.
 Proactive content based on long term development over short-term
reactive coaching

 Players selection through tryouts is just a small insight into a
player's level of play, with little consideration for the four pillars of
development.
 Player Identification is a prediction of future potential
performance.

Methodology

 No coach can guarantee a child will become a high performing level
player. There are very few outliers like Messi, or guaranteed not to be
players, but majority of players fall in the middle.

 Player Selection is a prediction of current or near future
performance.

 Even through Covid-19 we’ve been able to complete an off season
without tryouts through our club structure and reference to our
game model.
 Growth and Maturation is a key factor in the longer-term outlook,
no one can predict the future. Therefore player identification is
incredibly difficult when not viewing the outlier.

 Player Selection is for placing players into an environment of
similar level playing groups.
 There is an unhealthy stigma with the level of teams and wanting
to be on certain teams because they are considered ‘better’ or
‘best’.

Methodology

 As we earlier explained, Player Identification is a gamble, there are
many factors that can effect the long term. A player needs to be in
an environment for the now, so they can progress for the future.
FLOW
 Finding ‘flow’, is a theory of learning where individuals find the
zone of autonomy in performance.
 Repetition is key to development; repetition of an action triggers
the brain to learn the movement through the thickening of myelin,
so nerve transmission is efficient from stimuli to action. As the
myelin thickens and the action becomes automatic, the brain
stores the action in a different area of the brain, allowing the
individual to take in more information (in sports this is the tactics)

Level of Challenge

Methodology

Anxiety and worry

Boredom

Level of Skill
Flow occurs when the challenge matches the skill level. Outside of ‘flow’, the
individual experiences boredom, anxiety, worry.

Level of Challenge

Methodology

Focus is on recruiting using
bracket and competition to
attract
‘high
level’ players
Anxiety
and
worry

Focus is on winning over
development, trophies for
Boredom
social media

Level of Skill

Game Model
For us to develop the player, we must know where we are going.

Methodology

A chef will set out knowing what it is they will be cooking (game
model). They need the ingredients (player elements), and the
directions (playing concepts), the utensils and equipment to cook
(methodology).

Objectives and Concepts
Within each phase to where you identify the style of play, there must be objectives to how you will
achieve those principles. The reference of the concept is to the style of play within the framework.

Objectives and Concepts
Final Third: The positioning of players in relation to the structure and the orientation of the body to the field is
important, it allows for greater movement into spaces, both at speed and at times to where it will create
confusion to opponent's organization.
Setien emphasizes every team will have a weak point. Be this either an individual player or within the
structure. This weakness acts as a trigger for a defensive action. Individual actions are just as important in
defense as in attacking, the decision making can affect the build up of the opponent.

1 v 1 in wide areas. A principle of the style of play, a playing concept in achieving the style of play, and an individual
player element optimized throughout the long-term player development plan.

Objectives and Concepts
Transitional moments: utilization of spaces in offensive and defensive transitions is vital.

At Fremont YSC, when developing the long term player development curriculum, the playing style,
objectives, and concepts, are the starting point to the structure of a session plan. The sessions become
a collection of individual activities which makes up the periodization of practice cycles where concepts
are worked on in training blocks.

Winning and Development cannot co-exist, they are two
different objectives, following different methodologies.
Tournaments
 Increased incidence and severity of injury
 Minimal exposure
 Win at all cost environment

 Substantial costs
Playing Brackets

 Open applications
 Assigned by chronological age groups
 Tool for advertising and promotion of club

Understanding
Brackets and
Tournaments

Parent Expectations

• Support the players through providing what is needed to participate.
• Silent Sideline are preferred and encouraged, ABSOLUTLEY NO
COACHING OR REFEREE ABUSE
• Keep the parking lots a safe environment.
• Update TeamSnap for all games, and support game day tasks.
• Use club resources in support of parent education.

 Practice

Player
Expectations

 Every player must wear Fremont YSC training jersey, and warmups. This will
be strictly enforced in 2020/21 season.
 Every player must bring a ball with them.
 All players to practice with purpose and respect for others.

 Games
 Every player must wear the correct uniform and bring their ball.
 Arrive 45 minutes before kick-off and be ready for warm up 30 minutes before
kick-off.
 Show respect to opponents and referees.

Until there is significant progress with the fight against Covid-19, the youth soccer landscape will be looking
very different.
 Practices – restrictions will be placed on number of participants at practice, the content of practice,
behaviors around entry and exit of facilities, planning and preparation before attending practice. Practice
schedules will be affected depending on restrictions

Effects of
Covid-19

 Parent Involvement – Parents will be limited in their interactions with coaches and players. Parents will
be asked to fill out waivers (club and city), complete players pre-practice health questionnaires and submit
receipt of clear health, and the success of return to practice will depend on the co-operation of parents,
players, and staff.
 Club Membership – A flexible registration process, keeping roster spots for players who are not
comfortable returning until a certain phase of return, and adjusted fees (50%) for a return or continuation
of Zoom training.

The situation is very fluid and ever changing. Information and processes have been published; we
need the support of the membership as restrictions are adjusted. We MUST follow City, County, and
State guidelines.

As of today…
 State mandates do not allow for youth recreation teams to be practicing.
 Clubs are using a loophole in the camps terminology to rush players back to the fields.

Effects of
Covid-19

 City of Fremont fields are closed.
Fremont YSC Flexible Season
 If needed to, we will be providing online sessions through Zoom. A reduction of 50% will be applied
to the weeks we are affected and are online. We can’t stress enough how beneficial these are to
players in all pillars of the players development.

 The curriculum will be adjusted and created to work within the restrictions set, still being able to
address our game model and player elements.
 If at a stage where we cannot return to a NorCal Premier Competitive league, we will conduct an
internal league between the age groups.

 All fees are collected through TeamSnap. Installment payments over
11 payments ($126 for TP and Blue, $166 for Black Teams).
Installments are withdrawn on a monthly schedule but are aligned
with the season calendar and NOT calendar months.
 Registration due by July 27th.

 $50 refunded if referee for a game of child’s team. Course covered by
Fremont YSC and compensated as per referee fees.
 Membership can be cancelled at any time, 1 installment penalty for
early cancelation. Date of cancelation from date email received.
Cancelation is per the training block where cancelation occurs.

Finances

No player should miss out on fees due to financial hardship.
Fremont YSC has its Financial Aid program to help support families in need of
financial assistance. The application is completely private and not shared with
any of the staff outside of the Executive Director. Coaches will not know which
players receive financial aid.
Amount awarded is dependent on the household income from the most recent
tax year and takes into consideration any current situations which puts
families in a difficult financial situation.

The club works with the applicant to find a suitable amount for the player to be
able to participate in the program.
Over $70,000 was awarded for the 2019/20 season

Finances

Uniforms:
Home, Away,
and Training

 Purchased through MyUniform
 Link to purchase emailed following registration.

 Competitive, 2 full uniforms (jersey, shorts, and socks), plus
training top
 Training Pool, training top, any dark shorts or pants
Training uniform is training top, plus dark socks and shorts of
choice

Times

Monday

Tuesday

Irvington CP

U8 TP - Boys & Girls

10 BB Squad

4.30pm to 5.50pm

07 GBE

08 BBP

12 GBE

Schedules:
Irvington
Community
Park

Wednesday

Thursday
13, 12 & 11 Girls
Scrimmaging
13, 12 & 11 Boys
Scrimmaging

08 BBP
6pm to 7.20pm

06 BBE

09 BB Squad

11 BB Squad

09 GBE

08 BBE

Training Pool 2

09 GBE

09 & 07 Girls
Scrimmaging
10 & 09 Boys
Scrimmaging

06 BBP
7.30pm to 9pm

Fremont YSC Seniors
05 GBE
05 BBE
02 BBP
05 BBP

08, 07, 06 Boys
Scrimmaging
05 BBP

Times

Schedules:
Central Park
Soccer
Complex

Tuesday

Wednesday

Central Park

11 GBE

U8 TP - Boys & Girls

4.30pm to 5.50pm

12 BB Squad

10 BB Squad

09 BBlue

07 GBE

08 BBlue

12 GBE

08 BBE

06 BBE

Fremont YSC Seniors G

11 BB Squad

12 BB Squad

05 GBE

10 BBlue

11 GBE

11 BBlue

09 BB Squad

07 BBlue

Training Pool 1

6pm to 7.20pm

Monday

Thursday

06 BBP
7.30pm to 9pm

Fremont YSC Seniors G

Fremont YSC Seniors B

Fremont YSC Seniors B

05 GBE

02 BBP

02 BBP

07 BBP

07 BBE

05 BBE

07 BBE

05 BBE

05 BBP

07 BBP

Thursday

Schedules:
Goalkeeper
Practice
Irvington Community Park

Times

Irvington Community Park

4.30pm to 5.30pm

11 to 08 Age Group

5.30pm to 6.30pm

07 to 05 Age Group

6.30pm to 7.30pm

04 Age Group and Older

Thank You for Attending, What’s Next?
• Registration links have been sent.
• Upon registering, our Registrar, Mhylet Zataray, will update your information
and will send out a welcome email.
• Upload all documents requested by Mhylet through SportsEngine.
• Practice starts on July 27th.
• First game tentatively, August 29th.
• Future Zoom sessions will be offered to parents, and recommended to
attend, where we can provide further education and understanding of the
player development pathway, and club methodologies.

